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Tte figures in the mrgin indiete full mr;rks

for the Erestiotls

1. *Education is the dynamic side of
phitosophy'" Discuss the statement and

bring out the relationship between

Philosophy and Education. 3+6=9

Or

Explain the vocational aim of education' How

can you say that individual and social aim

are complementar;r to each other? 3+6=9
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2. Explain the role of education in humanresource developrnent. Explain how we canmake the educational 
"y"t"m m""ningtutfor the development of tfru *u.rpoi""resources- 

3+6=9
'Or

Define international r

some steps,", 
"""*Hii:Sli;f :ffiiadopt to develop arsense of _o;d u;;;;:standing. 

3+6=9

3. What is idealism? Explain how a teachershould be influenced fV tfr" pfrifo"opiy 
-oi

ideatism with refere
rerationship 

",,a "u""ljj-t;"ff:ff;"11.=,
Or

Define pregmatism. Give a comparative viewof idealism, naturalism and pragmatism intfre areas of curriculum o,a ;;;; ;;teaching. 
3+6=9

4. What do you mean by the term Value,?Values are not inherited tut tfrey areacquired. Explain. 
3+6=9

Or
Classify the dillerent types of values. Howcan you inculcate t}
extracuricular ."ur.i i'Jtj" J":"T.#.Hcolleges? 

3+6=9
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, ttol,r understand bY the word

' Discuss ttre imPortance of

ln aocial life. 3+6=9

Or

thc concePt of freedom and

Bring out .the relation between
3+6=9rnd disciPline.
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EDUCATION
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( Phllorophtcal Foundatioa of Education I

. (PART: A-OBJECTIVE )

( Mar{cs:25 |

71la figures in tte margin indicate full marks for the questions

SECTION-I

( Marks: 10 )

t. Put a Tick EI mark against the correct answer in the

box Provided : 1x5=5

1, Everything is good as it comes from the hands

of the author of' nature, but everything

degenerates in the hands of man' is the view-

l47O

point of

(a/ Froebel tr

@/ Rousseau n

(c) DeweY tr

(d/ Herbert SPencer D
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2. Freedom is ctosely related to the concept of

(a/ punishment tr

@/ compulsion tr
(c/ democracy tr

/d/ repression tr

3. . The curriculum of pragmatisrn stresses on

fa/ knowledge development tr

@/ subject-centred education tr

fc/ activity_oriented education tr

(d/ value-based education El

4. Who among the following believes in free
discipline?

(a/ Impressionist El

@/ Emancipationist tr

fc/ Repressionist tr

/d/ None of the above tr
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Exaltation of human personality is the basic

aim of

idealist tr

pragmatist tr

naturalist tr

1d,l None of the above tr

Match the items of Column-A with the items o[
Column*B and place the codes of Column-B in the

(a)

(b)

brackete provided :

(a/ External disciPline

fbl Liberty

(c/ Discipline

/d) Freedom

/e/ lntemal disciPline

BtlBdn4oll4TO

1x5'5

/i/ AutonomY

/ii/ Self-control

fiii/ Democracy

(iul Reward and
punishment

/u) Latin word
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SEc"iloN_II

( Marlcs : 15 )

Write on tJ e following :

1. Self-actualization

3x5=15
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Naturalism
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4. $Pcs of disciPline
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